The spectral function O(t) exp( tA:), where {A:}:= are the eigenvalues of the 1"-1 negative Laplace-Beltrami operator -A, is studied for a compact Riemannian manifold f of dimension "k" with a smooth boundary Of, where a finite number of piecewise impedance boundary conditions 0 (N-+7,)u 0 on the parts Ofl,(i 1,. ..,m) of the boundary Of can be considered, such that OR (j Of,, and 7(i 1, m) are assumed to be smooth functions which are not strictly positive
INTRODUCTION
The underlying problem is to determine the geometry of a compact k-dimensional smooth Riemannian manifold [2 with metric tensor g (goa), from a complete knowledge of the eigenvalues for the negative Laplace-Beltrami operator -A 
where denotes differentiation along the inward pointing normal to cgf and 7 is a smooth function which is not strictly positive Hsu has investigated problem (1.2)-(1 3) and has determined the geometric quantities associated with the manifold f2 from the asymptotic expansion ofthe spectral function e()-Eexp(-A) as -0.
(14) Problem In these formulae, If] is the (Pdemannian) volume of f, Ic3f is the (Pdemannian) surface area of Of, K(x) is the scalar curvature of f at x, H(z) is the second fundamental form of the boundary KaY(z) is the scalar curvature of c3f (equipped with the induced metric) at z, Ric(n)z is the Ricci curvature of f at z in the normal direction "n" ofthe boundary 0f, and tr H(z) is the mean curvature of The object of this paper is to discuss the following more general inverse problem Suppose that the eigenvalues (1 l) are known exactly for the eigenvalue equation (1.2) together with the following pieccwise smooth impedance boundary conditions +-0 n On,(i , m), ( where the boundary Of of f consists of a finite number of the parts Of (i 1, m)such that
Of
Of,, while denote differentiations along the inward pointing normals to Of, and % are assumed to be smooth functions defined on Of which are not strictly positive.
The basic problem is that of determining the geometry of the manifold f as well as the impedance functions % (i 1,..., m) from the asymptotic expansion of the spectral function 
KOn'(z)
[tr H(z)] + tr (z)
Note that the results of Neum conditions on 0 e obtNned om (2 l) by setting % 0 (i 1, m) which e in agreement th the results (1 5) ofNeum conditions on O 1. If is a bounded domn in R th a smooth bound 0, then Km'(z) 0,
are positive constts then, we get the result of Zayed [5] 
where the heat kernel G(t, x, y) is defin on (0, m) x x , wNch satisfies the follong For fixed x e , it satisfies in t, y the heat equation ( 3 13) On applying the iteration method (see [5] ) to the imegral equation (3 13) The problem now is to study the integrals of F(t, x, x), (r 1, 2) over the manifold f LEMMA Gsv(t u, y, z) 2q(t u, y, z) and GN(U, z, y) 2q(u, z, y), where q(t,y,z)=(4rt)-k/2exp{ lY--Zl2} at (3 27) The explicit computation can be carried out with the help of a suitably chosen local coordinate system and the localization principle (see ]). We leave the details of this computation to the interested reader and we content ourselves with the statement that the leading term of g(t, z) is equal to the same integral in the Euclidean space, i.e, (4rt)k/2g(t, z) 4 47ru(t-u) (t-u)du _,exp 4(t-u) 4u dy + 0(t2). (3 28) After some reduction, we deduce that (47rt)k/2g(t, z) 2( )X/2 f0 
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As a multidisciplinary field, financial engineering is becoming increasingly important in today's economic and financial world, especially in areas such as portfolio management, asset valuation and prediction, fraud detection, and credit risk management. For example, in a credit risk context, the recently approved Basel II guidelines advise financial institutions to build comprehensible credit risk models in order to optimize their capital allocation policy. Computational methods are being intensively studied and applied to improve the quality of the financial decisions that need to be made. Until now, computational methods and models are central to the analysis of economic and financial decisions.
However, more and more researchers have found that the financial environment is not ruled by mathematical distributions or statistical models. In such situations, some attempts have also been made to develop financial engineering models using intelligent computing approaches. For example, an artificial neural network (ANN) is a nonparametric estimation technique which does not make any distributional assumptions regarding the underlying asset. Instead, ANN approach develops a model using sets of unknown parameters and lets the optimization routine seek the best fitting parameters to obtain the desired results. The main aim of this special issue is not to merely illustrate the superior performance of a new intelligent computational method, but also to demonstrate how it can be used effectively in a financial engineering environment to improve and facilitate financial decision making. In this sense, the submissions should especially address how the results of estimated computational models (e.g., ANN, support vector machines, evolutionary algorithm, and fuzzy models) can be used to develop intelligent, easy-to-use, and/or comprehensible computational systems (e.g., decision support systems, agent-based system, and web-based systems)
This special issue will include (but not be limited to) the following topics: 
